Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting
Nov 5, 1 – 3pm, via Zoom

Present: Grace Lasker (chair), Ceri Nishihara, Hazel Asuncion, Avery Shinneman, Rob Turner, Cheryl Gordon

Guests: Pam Lundquist, Jung Lee, Marc Dupuis, Rachael Gilchrist,

Curriculum Reviewed:

- **CSS 315  
  Cybersecurity Ethics, Policy, and Law**  
  CCASC Recommendation: Reword Learning Objectives to be outcome-focused. In LO, between two syllabi, remove extra “the” between the two syllabi. Suggest changing wording about enthusiasm. Include time schedule acknowledgement  
  CCASC Decision: PENDING – RETURN TO CCASC CHAIR

- **BIS 450  
  Decolonizing Psychology**  
  CCASC Recommendation: Include descriptions for the major assignments in the syllabus. Consider reviewing LOS, especially 3 and 4. Fits I&S  
  CCASC Decision: PENDING – RETURN TO CCASC CHAIR

- **BIS 350  
  Intergroup Relations**  
  CCASC Recommendation: Include descriptions for the major assignments in the syllabus. Consider reviewing LOs to make distinctly "intergroup relations" related. Fits I&S  
  CCASC Decision: PENDING – RETURN TO CCASC

- **BIS 424  
  Pacific Northwest History**  
  CCASC Recommendation: LOs should be specific for Pacific NW History. Add schedule to the syllabus.  
  CCASC Decision: PENDING – RETURN TO CCASC CHAIR

- **BIS 412  
  Advanced Data Visualization**  
  CCASC Recommendation: Fix pre-req list  
  CCASC Decision: PENDING – RETURN TO CCASC CHAIR

- **BHLTH 412  
  Stories that Matter: Narratives of Illness and Healing**  
  CCASC Recommendation:  
  CCASC Decision: APPROVED

Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri  
Meeting adjourned at 3pm  
Next meeting will be Nov 19, 1pm